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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE 
 

House Transportation Committee Moves First on FAA Reform Bill 
Measure Advances Despite Unease Over Controversial Air Traffic Proposal 

  
WASHINGTON, DC (June 28, 2017) – H.R. 2997 - The 21st Century Aviation Innovation, 
Reform, and Reauthorization (AIRR) Act, introduced by House Transportation Committee 
Chairman, Bill Shuster (R-PA) was approved yesterday by a recorded vote of 32-25.  All twenty-
four Democrats and one Republican voted in opposition to the measure.   The measure, as 
approved by the panel would reshape the U.S. air traffic control (ATC) system by taking most 
ATC functions out of the hands of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and placing them 
with a newly established, independent nonprofit corporation. The legislation would also make 
significant changes to the laws governing aircraft safety and certification, unmanned aircraft 
systems (UAS), and airline consumer protection, among other areas — in addition to providing 
the first long-term funding reauthorization for the FAA since 2012.  An anticipated amendment 
designed to eliminate the decades old cap on the passenger facility charge (PFC) was not 
offered during the committee’s deliberations.    
  
The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee considered a host of amendments to 
the AIRR Act before voting on the revised bill.  Before the AIRR Act is cleared for takeoff to the 
president’s desk, a number of hurdles remain in the legislative process. As the measure 
advances to consideration by the full House of Representatives, amendment opportunities may 
arise on the House floor as lawmakers grapple with the sweeping ATC proposal. On the other 
side of the Capitol, the Senate is working on its own reauthorization proposal, with a committee 
markup scheduled for Thursday, which could offer additional pathways that are sure to impact 
the final outcome.  Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ) has advised us that he will continue to serve as 
a primary champion of DBE issues during the Senate’s consideration of their bill.  
  
A truncated summary of some of the airport-related amendments offered during the House 
markup and their subsequent disposition are reflected below: 
  

• Barletta (PA) #15: Restores AIP funding to the 2011 level starting in 2018; then 
increases by 2% each year.  PASSED 

• Perry (PA) #51: Increases the project cost threshold for application of the Davis-Bacon 
prevailing wage rule from $2,000 to $150,000 on airport development projects and 
indexes the threshold to inflation.  FAILED 

• Comstock (VA) #18: Makes Remote Tower Pilot Program eligible for AIP funds and 
directs FAA to establish repeatable process in case of future program expansion.  
PASSED 

• Davis (IL) #25: Clarifies existing law to ensure non-generally applied taxes and fees 
generated at airports are used wholly for airport or aeronautical purposes. PASSED 

• Larsen (WA) #23: To clarify that certain noise mitigation projects are an eligible AIP 
expense under an existing FAA memoranda of agreement.  PASSED 
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AMAC's mission is to promote the inclusion of minorities and women in employment and 
contracting opportunities throughout the aviation industry. Since 1984, AMAC has been at the 
forefront of nearly every national policy initiative impacting the participation of disadvantaged 
businesses in airport contracting. AMAC works consistently with congress, the federal 
government, aviation trade associations and others as a resource for information, education, 
and guidance on business and employment matters. For information on events, legislative 
updates and current aviation industry news visit www.amac-org.com or call 703.414.2622. 


